New York Regional Hill Visits - August 2017
Haung Yu, Heather McKellar, Abigail Kalmbach, Catherine Braine, Will Adler, Jennifer Scribner, Lisa Randolph and the BraiNY Advocates
Columbia University, Hunter College, Mt Sinai University, New York University, New York University School of Medicine, Rockefeller University, College of Staten
Island, Stony Brook University, Weill Cornell Medical College, BioBus
Fig. 1: Map of Congressional
Districts. For this program,
we decided to contact District
1 to 13 in the New York City /
Long Island area. The ones
noted with red markers
represent the districts of
Representatives we were able
to meet with and the blue
markers the 2 Senators of
New York State.

Preface
As part of the Outreach program, braiNY, the Greater New York City Chapter for the Society for
Neuroscience, has undertaken an initiative to inform and engage neuroscientists to increase engagement
with elected officials in our first New York Regional Hill Month. Over the past 2 years, we have held several
public advocacy forums for neuroscientists and over the summer, we began a program to meet with
federally elected officials to discuss the impact of neuroscience research in the community. With the
theme of Science in the Community, our goal was to inform our local offices of the outreach by braiNY and
other science organizations, funding in the local community and impact of research in the city. The
program took 3 months from planning to meetings and follow-up and provided reasonable connections
with the offices and learning points from the visits that will enable others to learn from our experiences as
they initiate their own advocacy programs.
By the Numbers
8 office visits
4 or 5 boroughs + LI
34 Advocates
10 organizations
2 training sessions
>400 emails
50 phone calls
>50 tweets

08/01: Representative Velazquez, NY07
vInitial contact with office,
canvas for meeting availability

08/09: Representative Zeldin, NY01
Representative Meng, NY06

vCoordinate schedule between office and Advocates

JUNE
ØPrepare correspondence
ØIdentify theme for meetings
ØEnlist Advocate Leaders
ØEnlist Advocates

08/01: Senator Schumer Director of Outreach

vAfter receiving confirmation of date, match with Advocates

JULY
ØIdentify Advocate
gather info on advocates
ØSolicit availability for meetings
ØCoordinate cross-section of interests

Fig; 2 Participant representation of braiNY Advocates. For
our Regional Hill day visits, we were able to get 37 volunteers
(12 faculty members, 20 Graduate Students and Postdoctoral
fellows and 5 professionals) to participate in 8 office visits in
the greater New York city, representing 12 organizations
throughout the metropolitan area. Advocates were matched
to constituency of either residence or workplace.

AUG
Office Visit training (Patterned after Hill day)
Leaders - Abigail Kalmbach and Catherine Braine
Ø 2 events with ~20 participants per session
Ø (mandatory for advocates who have not visited with
Elected Offices before)
Dates
July 18 – Columbia University Medical Center
July 24 – New York University Medical Center
Discussion Topics
What to expect in meeting
Elevator speech
Identifying Impact of outreach on community
Asks - $2B for NIH, level up to $8B for NSF, release Brain
Initiative funding

Research on Impact of Science in District
Leaders: Jennifer Scribner, Lisa Randolph
1) braiNY activities in District
2) Funding by district https://federalreporter.nih.gov/
https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter.cfm
3) Examples of funded research
4) Training from research funds
Prepare CD Packet
NIH funding by institute 2012-2015 and 2016
NSF funding by institute 2012-2015 and 2016
From SfN
NIH funding factsheet
NSF funding factsheet
Brain Initiative factsheet

Stage 1 - Planning: In the months of June and July, the primary task was to organize
and arrange for office visits, beginning with a call for advocates to meet with elected
officials in their offices. August was selected as this is when Congress is out of session
(usually) and would be when representatives work in their home district and be the
most likely time to meet with the elected officials. Attention was focused on identifying
constituents in Districts as offices prefer speaking with constituents.
While dates were being solidified for office visits, we held 2 information and training
sessions and began compiling information about research and outreach in the
Congressional Districts that expressed interest in meeting with our Neuroscience
advocates.

08/14: Senator Gillibrand, Sr. Advisor

Additional Engagement:
Social Media posts
Post meeting follow-up,
Discuss future engagement Funding, outreach, policy referral

08/14: Representative Maloney, NY12
Representative Clarke, NY09, pp
08/17: Representative Espailliat, NY13
Representative Donovan, NY11

SEPT
Stage 2 – Meetings: In order to familiarize the group with the upcoming meetings, the Group
leaders (Haung Yu, Abigail Kalmbach, Catherine Braine and Will Adler) met informally (email,
skype) with the groups to discuss the materials, identify interests in the office and discussion
order and expectations from the discussions. Each group met 15 minutes prior to the meeting to
ensure timeliness. Group leaders kicked off the discussions and were also responsible for
ensuring that the topics and time was adhered to in order to ensure we discussed all the
necessary points.
The meetings itself were planned based on availability of the officials. We met with 6
Representatives, and three staffers (in lieu of Senators and one Representative), with one Rep
postponing at the last minute. It was not possible to reschedule in the fall, so will be tabled for
2018. Each meeting lasted for an hour, with the exception of 1 meeting (30 minutes) and the
ideal number is 4-5 participants to maintain conversation flow
Improvements in Future:
• More practice scenarios and questions for Advocates, some felt unprepared
• Prepared information on lab visits as follow-up
• Prepared information on interest topics like PTSD, Alzheimer’s, autism
What’s Next:
• Continued correspondence and offer to act as information gathering source
• Provide direction for policy-based initiatives, like upcoming Bills that Reps wish to sponsor
• Offer lab visits to local institution or larger ones that are of interest to Representative
• Inform and work with local office to coordinate outreach events
• Provide information on upcoming Brain Awareness Week events that they will help advertise

